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3. Draft of a policy reference book (Health Policy Analysis)

4. Scientific articles in International Forum
   - Antiviral policy for AI in Indonesia. Paper accepted & will be presented in: International Eco Health Forum, Merida, Yucatan, Mexico, December 2008
   - Influenza like illness case: an obstacle in policy implementation of AI case management & investigation. Paper accepted & will be presented in: International Eco Health Forum, Merida, Yucatan, Mexico, December 2008
   - Integrated surveillance & control for AI from policy to implementation in Jakarta & Bekasi, Indonesia. First draft. Article will be submitted to International Journal in November 2008
   - Determinants for Indonesian human AI cases in Jakarta, West Java and Banten, Indonesia: A case study. First draft. Article will be submitted to International Journal in November 2008

The initial public health graduate programs in Public Health

- Analysis Content, Context, Actor Process Pengembangan Antiviral dalam Penanggulangan Flu Burung di Indonesia 2007 (Content, Context, Actor, Process and Analysis the use of Antiviral in AI treatment in Indonesia 2007) - Lilia Machfud, SKM, MKM
- Determinants of Asian Influenza in 2006-2008 (Determination of Asian Influenza) with Dr. Wiku Adisasmito, M.Sc, Ph.D.
- Determinants for Asian Influenza, a case control studies in DKI Jakarta, Java Barat, and Banten in 2006-2008) - Kamaluddin Latief, SKM, M. Epid
- Undergraduate thesis in Public Health
- Monitoring program surveillance Asian Influenza (Flu Burung) integrated in tingkat Kota Bekasi tahun 2008 (Integrated Surveillance program for Asian Influenza in Bekasi, 2008) - Ratna Kusumadewi, SKM
- Monitoring Asian influenza surveillance (Monitoring and assessment influenza in Indonesia) with Dr. Wiku Adisasmito, M.Sc, Ph.D.
- Monitoring influenza surveillance epidemiology in Indonesia (Asian Influenza) with Dr. Wiku Adisasmito, M.Sc, Ph.D.
- Monitoring influenza surveillance epidemiology in Indonesia (Asian Influenza) with Dr. Wiku Adisasmito, M.Sc, Ph.D.
- Monitoring influenza surveillance epidemiology in Indonesia (Asian Influenza) with Dr. Wiku Adisasmito, M.Sc, Ph.D.

FIELD OBSERVATION

Stakeholder Visit

Having a close relationship with stakeholder is a must, together with them, we discovered the main problem in community

In field observation, we realized how the policy implemented

Antiviral

Indonesia use both Tamiflu and Oseltamivir as antiviral for Asian Influenza

In the interview with stakeholders, we recognized the antiviral policy and also the antiviral cycle.